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Featured Artist
Sarah Bee, PS

Sarah Bee, winner of the Caran d’Ache
sponsor’s prize at last year’s exhibition, is an
artist whose work has visibly evolved since she
became a Member of the Pastel Society in 2005.
The landscape remains her principal subject. A
move from London to Devon six years ago,
however, has literally broadened her horizons.
As she points out, while living in the city, she
would generally focus on portraying an individual
tree or a corner of a hedge – “small landscapes”
as she defines them. In contrast, Devon gives
her the choice of moorland, country lanes, beach
scenes, and more.
One effect of this has been to oblige her to
simplify her images, concentrating on what
attracted her to the scene she is depicting.
Another has been to force her to think more
about her use of colour.
As she explains, even back in her London days
she was moving away from attempting to
replicate exactly the colours she saw in nature.
That trend has accelerated. “The colours I
choose have to feel ‘right’ to me on a number of
levels, even if they are not the colours I see with

my eyes,” she says. “They need to be tonally
right – the correct shade of pale or dark because then the viewer can read the painting.
But they also have to be emotionally right in
terms of what I felt in that place on that day.”
Other things remain constant, including her love
of texture. This is something she thinks about
Jewel in the Woods (top left), Warm Haze at Haytor
Quarry (top right), After the Fire at Haytor (below)

even in the preparatory stages of creating a new
painting. For example, having loosely sketched
the composition on a square of mountboard, she
covers this with a coat of clear gesso. She
applies this with an old house-painting brush
which leaves ‘tracks’, enabling her, for instance,
to follow the contours of the hills. When these
passages are later covered with pastel, the
effect can be one of close parallel lines which
she could never achieve with sticks of pastel
alone.
There is a further intermediate stage before she
turns to her pastel box, however. With the board
flat on the floor, she applies a loose underpainting in dilute acrylic. Again, she is thinking ahead,
perhaps using a dark colour to give ‘zing’ to a
subsequent layer of light pastel. If the acrylic
runs in dribbles or makes small pools, that’s all
acceptable and part of achieving an energetic
surface. Most, but not all, of the acrylic will be
covered by the time the painting is finished.
“I don’t want the whole painting to be uniform,”
Sarah says. “I don’t want texture everywhere –
there must be quiet places, too. But the idea of
energy is important. The final painting will have
energy because things have been allowed to
happen.”
After restating the drawing in either charcoal or
light grey pastel, she then proceeds to develop
the pastel layers, using a mix of soft Unison
pastels and firm Conté sticks.
To an observer, this final stage can appear to be
quite rapid. Sarah, who teaches a number of
workshops and courses each year, says this is
misleading, and she has learned to tell her
students not to take it at face value.
“They see me making rapid marks in a
demonstration and think I’m suggesting that’s

what they should do,” Sarah explains. “I have to
point out that everything is considered, which is
absolutely not the same as saying that
everything is controlled.
“I think about where the painting is heading all
the way through,” she continues. “I keep
reminding myself what drew me to that particular
landscape. Perhaps it’s the shape of a group of
trees, and then I will try to make that the hero,
even if, as the painting develops, I have a
change of heart and promote some other feature
to be the hero. But that’s all about the creative
process, and reviewing the painting as I go
along.”
Like many artists, in fact, she thinks about her art
constantly, both at the easel and away from it.
She studies the work of favourite artists, from
Degas to John Piper and Barbara Rae, to see
their response to particular challenges. “And I
regularly create virtual paintings in my head,
every single one ‘a masterpiece(!)’,” she says.
“It's all about feeling my way forward and finding
ways to achieve simpler, stronger and more
energetic paintings.”

President’s Letter

The Pastel Society’s 116th Annual Exhibition
ended on Saturday, 7 March, on a beautiful Spring
day. For those who visited the Mall Galleries during
the two weeks of the show the weather didn’t
matter; they were instantly transported into another
world, a world where Dry Medium is King.
It was such an exciting show, greatly enhanced by
the submissions from young artists, all hoping to
win the £5000 Alfred Teddy Smith and Zsuzsi
Roboz Award. The Mall Galleries were buzzing with
excitement and anticipation and the tension was
deliberately heightened by withholding the name of
the Winner until the opening of the exhibition. We
hope that those young artists who visited the show
had their eyes opened to the diversity of dry media
and will submit again next year. The Pastel Society
will always be grateful to Zsuzsi Roboz for the
generosity of her bequest, and wishes to thank
John Russell Taylor, critic and author, for
presenting the Award and opening the show.
This is also the centenary year for Caran d’Ache,
the Pastel Society sponsor. The company’s
President, Carole Hubscher, very kindly travelled
from Switzerland to visit the exhibition, say a few
words about Caran d’Ache, and present the
Sponsors’ Award. Caran d’Ache has sponsored the
Pastel Society for three years and we hope that this
partnership will continue for many years to come.
The Award Givers were all invited to the Awards
and Sponsors Lunch on Monday, 23 February,
where they enjoyed a wonderful buffet and
selected their award winners. The Pastel Society
wishes to thank them all for their generosity and for
giving their time to visit the show.
Venturing into the realms of Facebook and Twitter
opened up many new threads of communication
and I would like to thank all who ‘Tweeted’ and

‘Retweeted’ and ‘Liked’ the Pastel Society. Social
Media is a wonderful way of making contact with
young artists and promoting the society. The
website is also pro-active in this respect and four
works were sold from the site before the exhibition
opened. The Mall Galleries website offered a
‘Browse and Buy’ facility and of the 252 works hung
222 were shown on-line.
The Art Event Evening was a ‘must-do’ this year. It
was packed and full of activity. Classical guitarist
David Buckingham entertained everyone with
some very beautiful pieces, many of which were
written or arranged by him. He had two CDs of his
music for sale and these proved to be very popular.
He also made an excellent model. Also modelling
was Shigemi Miura, a friend of Eiko Yoshimoto.
Shigemi was dressed in a scarlet, fullyembroidered kimono and carried a Japanese paper
parasol. The elegance of her pose and the stunning colours of the kimono will be remembered for
many months to come. Lottie, my English Setter,
did a very good snoozing pose and behaved
impeccably.
To add to the general buzz and interest, Paul Sacki
of Jakar International, Caran d’Ache’s UK
representative, the Pastel Society Sponsors, came
loaded with products to sell to one and all at 20%
discount. He did a roaring trade.
Before I finish this letter, I would like to thank the
Members and Council of the Pastel Society, the
Non Members who submitted such excellent work,
the staff of the FBA, the technicians who hang the
exhibition, the café staff who keep us fed and
watered, and, of course, a big thank you to Ken
Gofton who edits and writes this Newsletter.

Cheryl Culver

The Alfred Teddy Smith and Zsuzsi Roboz Award

There was a very real sense of excitement at the
start of this year’s exhibition as the audience at the
Mall Galleries waited to hear who was the first
winner of the Alfred Teddy Smith and Zsuzsi Roboz
Award for artists under the age of 35.
They did not have to wait long. The exhibition was
opened by critic and author John Russell Taylor,
representing the Alfred Teddy Smith and Zsuzsi
Roboz Trust. He presented the award to Mike
Clapton, a young artist specialising in larger-thanlife charcoal and graphite portraits, for his work
Take Care.
Mike says on his website that strong lighting and
the monochrome treatment intensifies the visual
impact of his work.

Zsuzsi died in 2012. “She was an enthusiastic
Member of the Pastel Society, and pastel was her
favourite medium,” said John Russell Taylor. “She
was a very good portrait artist, but preferred to
think of herself as an artist who sometimes painted
portraits.”
Teddy Smith was her second husband. A property
developer, he was a keen art collector and the fact
that he was a patron of the Chichester Festival
Theatre gave her access to many leading figures in
the theatrical world. She produced several series of
portraits depicting people from ballet, music and
literature as well as the theatre.
Mike Clapton with his award-winning portrait, Take Care

Worth £5000, the generous prize succeeded in its
objective of attracting entries from a substantial
number of young artists, many of whom were
exhibiting with the Pastel Society for the first time.
Hungarian by birth, Zsuzsi Roboz fled to the West
in the final stages of the Second World War. Her
talent was recognised by the Italian artist Pietro
Annigoni, and she spent a year in his studio class,
polishing her skills.

Award Winners 2015

Below is the full list of awards made during the 2015
exhibition:
Caran d’Ache Sponsor’s Award: Michael Norman
Alfred Teddy Smith & Zsuzsi Roboz Award: Mike
Clapton
Daler-Rowney Award: Felicity House
Derwent Award: Joanne Last
Conté à Paris Award: Caroline Bays
Unison Colour Award: Jan Munro
The Artist Award: Jan Munro
Artists & Illustrators Award: Tony Allain
Henri Roché Award: Matthew Draper

Schmincke Award: Christine Watson
The Arts Club Charitable Trust Award: Jenny Smith
Buzzacott Award: Joanne Last
Faber Castell Award: Melodie Cook
Frank Herring & Sons Award: Barry Freeman
The Annie Longley Award: Richard Turner
PanPastel Award: Liz Balkwill
The Pastel Society Catalogue Award
for Non-Members (1st Prize): Jaana Fowler
The Pastel Society Catalogue Award
for Non-Members, (2nd Prize): Amanda Palmer
The Pastel Society Young Artist Award: Qiaoxi Chen

Triumphant exhibition at the Mall Galleries

In spite of the need to stage this year’s annual exhibition at the tail end of winter rather than in sunny
June, the event was again a major success.
Just over 250 works were on show in a range of
media, including soft pastels, oil pastels, charcoal
and graphite. Of the total, 40% were submitted by
non-Members, many of them young artists.
The overall standard was outstanding, said the
Society’s President, Cheryl Culver. It fully justified
the title given to this year’s show – Look Again –
because the work was both diverse and colourful,
and defied assumptions.
Cheryl particularly welcomed the support of so
many artists who were not, as yet, Members,
because the Society is keen to attract new blood.
The exhibition was officially opened by the critic
and author, John Russell Taylor, representing the
Alfred Teddy Smith and Zsuzsi Roboz Trust, which
this year financed a new prize of £5000 for the best
work by a young artist. It was awarded to Mike
Clapton (see also page 5).
The Caran d’Ache sponsor’s award was presented
to Michael Norman PS by Carole Hubscher,
President of Caran d’Ache, the Swiss manufacturer of high-grade art materials, which this year celebrates its centenary. Caran d’Ache has sponsored

the Pastel Society since 2013.
Included in the exhibition was a tribute to Brian
Gallagher PS, who died last year. Brian became a
Member of the Pastel Society in 1980, shortly afterwards being elected to the Council, and served as
Secretary from 1987 to 2009.
Running alongside the exhibition was a full programme of workshops. Several Members provided
demonstrations during the course of the exhibition,
and there was an opportunity to work alongside
Members at the Art Event evening on 5 March.

(Top left) Good attendance at the Private View. (Top
right) Shigemi Miura models a highly-embroidered
kimono at the Art Event evening. (Below) An attentive
audience at a demonstration by Ann Wilkinson PS.

Clockwise from above: Pastel Society President
Cheryl Culver with Carole Hubscher, President of
Caran d’Ache, and art critic John Russell Taylor;
Michael Norman receives the sponsor’s award
from Carole Hubscher; an intriguing 3D
construction from Past President John Ivor
Stewart; Eiko Yoshimoto PS conducts a pastel
workshop.

Friends of the Pastel Society
The Society is delighted to welcome the following
new Friends:
Moyra Peters, Yvonne Addison, Lyne Frost, Gina
Lee, Bob Davis, Ian Royle.
There was a raffle for Friends at the annual exhibition, and the prize – a painting by Ann Wilkinson –
was won by Susie Clowes.
A Friends’ outing to the newly-refurbished Kew
Bridge Steam Museum, where Jason Bowyer, a
Member of the Pastel Society and Past President of
the New English Art Club, has his studio, will be held

on Friday, 10 April. This outing was originally scheduled for last September, but had to be postponed.
More information is provided on the accompanying
leaflet.
The summer workshops programme will be held at
the White Lodge Centre, Holloway Hill, Chertsey
from Tuesday to Friday, 25-28 August. The tutors
will be Jenny Halstead, Felicity House, Sue Relph
and Eiko Yoshimoto. As usual, Friends will enjoy
reduced booking fees.

News from Members

A recent exhibition War, Art and Surgery at the
Royal College of Surgeons in London showed
some 80 pastel portraits by Henry Tonks created in
partnership with Harold Gillies, a surgeon
pioneering facial reconstructive techniques at
Aldershot during WW1 (Jenny Halstead writes).
Tonks himself studied medicine and qualified as a
surgeon before returning to his first love, art, and
studied and later taught at the Slade School. These
sensitive drawings of facial injuries show that he
saw his subjects as individuals and not just the
product of the horrors of war. At a lecture by
Andrew Graham-Dixon accompanying the
exhibition, a discussion arose as to why
photography or watercolour were not used rather
than pastel. I totally agreed with Graham-Dixon
that an artist’s understanding in observational
studies such as these overrides the camera. I was
also able to explain that pastel is a fast medium
and that Tonks would have had his ‘palette’ of
pastels ready when the subject sat for him: no
mixing, just blending (possibly with a finger), to give
form and depth at speed. The works are as fresh
and brilliant in colour as they were when done 100
years ago.
The paintings of Devon-based member June
Arnold, inspired by a number of trips she and her
husband have made to India, have been a regular
feature at Pastel Society exhibitions in recent
years. Now she has put many of these paintings,
together with preparatory sketches, into a book,
simply called India. Further information from
junearnold@tiscali.com.
Roy Wright is participating in an exhibition of
Richmond Views which opened at the Orleans
House Gallery, Twickenham, in February and
continues until 31 May. He will be represented by
the Rebecca Hossack Gallery at the Art Paris
Modern & Contemporary Art Fair (25-29 March),
the Affordable Art Fair, Singapore (17-19 April) and
the 20/21 International Fair at the Royal College of
Art, London (14-17 May).
Sarah Bee will be leading courses at West Dean
College near Chichester on 18-22 May and 1-5
November, and also at Jack Beck House in the
Yorkshire Dales.

The Society’s President, Cheryl Culver, will be both
demonstrating and selling paintings at the
Patchings Art Event at Calverton, Notts (4-7 June),
and the Childwickbury Art Event, St Albans (3-5
July).
Patricia Cain has been awarded funding from the
Oppenheim John Downes Trust and the South of
Scotland Visual Artists and Craftmakers Awards to
fund research for her 2016 touring exhibition,
provisionally titled Seeing Beyond the Thing:
Exploring the Scottish Artist’s movement between
Representation and Abstraction. She is currently
represented in a group exhibition, Faces & Places,
at the Lime Tree Gallery, Bristol, which continues
until 29 April. She will also be participating in a joint
exhibition of new work with her husband Sam
Cartman at the Kilmorack Gallery near Inverness
from 8 May.
Caroline Bays will be teaching a series of one-day
classes in Chertsey, Surrey, in the coming months.
Portrait Drawing and Painting is the theme for the
class on Wednesday, 22 April, followed by Still Life
Painting on Saturday, 9 May, and Life Drawing and
Painting on Saturday, 27 June.

Key Contacts
The Friends Secretary is Ann Wilkinson (tel.
01737 764271)
Contributions to the Newsletter should be sent to
the editor, Ken Gofton, 30 St Bernards Road,
Tonbridge TN10 3NL, tel 01732 364272.
Email: ken.gofton@dsl.pipex.com.
Unless otherwise stated in the Newsletter or on
the website, bookings for all Pastel Society
workshops are handled by Norma Stephenson,
Jack Beck House, Keasden, Clapham via
Lancaster LA2 8EY (tel 01524 251670, NEW
email norma@stephenson.net)

Lewes Pastel Festival: ‘Secrets of the Dust 3’

In July last year, Tom Walker PS and 15 of his students presented their third pastel extravaganza in
the huge Foundry Gallery in Lewes, East Sussex.
More than 100 pastel works were displayed, Tom’s
sequence of images for Arthur Brown’s new album
‘Zimzamzim’ among them. Arthur and others
played and sang at a great gig one evening in the
Gallery to an audience of 70 or so.
Part of the wonderful knowtrash collection of international upcycled objects and artefacts, and engineer-turned-artist, Roland Jarvis, who creates figures and chess sets from kitchen utensils and
household junk were also invited to share the
space.
The Foundry Gallery is on the old Phoenix
Industrial Estate, close to the River Ouse. Four
months earlier, the building adjoining the gallery,
converted into a theatre and six artists’ studios,
burnt to the ground, thankfully with no loss of life.
Tom decided to mark its passing by inviting all exhibition visitors to create pastel fire, sparks and
smoke on walls of black paper. Many, including 96
children from local Southover Primary School, contributed and the resulting 40 sq metres of pastel
conflagration were hung along the wall that the lost
theatre had shared with the Foundry.
Another project called Releaf ran alongside the
Wall of Fire project for the 17-days of the exhibition.
Visitors were invited to make pastel leaves from
eight templates representing trees on the Lewes
Railway Land Nature Reserve. Tom had been commissioned to create a large-scale work for the ceiling of the Linklater Pavilion there. This would also
be a tribute to the primatologist, Alison Jolly, Lewes
resident and leading expert on Madagascan ringtailed lemurs, who had died in February. By the end
of the exhibition, 220 pastel leaves had been created by visitors of all ages. Tom put them all into a
‘leaf-case’, boarded a ‘leaf-boat’ on the river behind
the Gallery and floated down the Ouse to the

Pavilion. Later he incorporated all the leaves into
one 4 x 2.5 m pastel image called Light Life Leaf
Leap which was unveiled at a public ceremony on
31 August.
Other unthemed pastel walls were also created,
including one in response to improvised music by
innovative musicians, The Adventurists.
The future of the Phoenix Estate, so creatively
occupied and used by artists, craftsmen and over
50 small businesses for the past eight years, now
hangs in the balance. Developers plan to demolish
the buildings to make way for housing and shops.
However, a strong campaign, Phoenix Rising, is
fighting to save this important creative hub with
alternative plans for sustainable and truly affordable accommodation and work-spaces. Visitors to
Tom’s festival could pastel all day for £2 per head,
50% of which went to Phoenix Rising.

An Artist on an Archaeological Excavation
By Jenny Halstead, PS, FMAA
Last summer, at the invitation of Professor Mike
Fulford of the University of Reading’s Archaeology
Department, I spent nine weeks - almost all of
them in sunshine - recording the very last excavation of the Silchester ‘Town Life Project’ before it
had to be back-filled and returned to pasture land.
The sector Insula IX had been excavated for 18
years, uncovering Roman remains, down to the
Iron Age and then down to basic geology. Insula III,
previously excavated during the Victorian period,
was re-exposed for just two years and this provided new interpretations of their findings. The two
sites are in the centre of Silchester, which is still
surrounded by its flint walls. Extraordinary to think
that about 30cm below the grass and within the
walls there is still a Roman town.
I arrived at the site with sketchbook in hand, knowing very little about the process of archaeology but
keen to learn so that I could interpret and record.
No preconceptions , an open mind ready to discover.
The Portakabins arrived, the marquees were erected, and then came the Portaloos (for this was to be
also a camping site). Tools, equipment, generators,
furniture and archaeological data were unloaded,
and water and IT connected. The students arrived
for the six-week dig, the campsite filled, the teaching began and, in the evenings, so did the social
side. Very quickly the grassy site was transformed
into a lively, exciting and efficient ‘village’.

later the JCBs and the diggers arrived and filled in
five thousand tons of soil. This was particularly
frustrating to me as an artist, as the JCBs and diggers, six in all, moved so fast across the site that
they changed the landscape and removed my
points of reference by the minute. The enormous
banks of spoil were taken into the in-fill and
exposed the North and South gateways. The
machines packed, shifted and smoothed the soil. A
few days on, and the farmer was seeding the
grass.

New students and volunteers learned how to trowel and sieve, measure and record the data found,
communicate to visitors, and understand the science and the significance of the finds. I was
amazed that something like 150 people were fed
and watered each lunch time.

My aim is and was to recreate those nine weeks in
a book, Silchester – Life on the Dig, to be published
by Two Rivers Press in Autumn 2015, alongside an
exhibition of the paintings which I have done subsequently. These will be exhibited at The Old Fire
Station Gallery, Henley, in October 2015.

Then, on a particular day six weeks later, suddenly
it was gone – as if the fair had left town. And a week

Artist on Board
By Past President Moira Huntly
In 2005, through being a member of the Royal
Society of Marine Artists, I had the privilege of
being invited to the Fleet Review on the Solent.
The ship I happily spent the day on was the Royal
Fleet Auxilliary Argus. My association with this ship
has continued ever since, and I enjoy a day making sketches on board RFA Argus whenever it is in
a home port.
At the moment the ship is in the news because the
navy declared war on the ebola crisis and sent the
RFA Argus to Sierra Leone to provide vital aid. As
well as being a supply ship, it has a flight deck for
helicopters and a 100-bed ‘state of the art’ hospital
with every modern facility including a scanner.
Fire Point, RFA Argus

As you can imagine, the ship is big, and I have
often felt very small sitting on my little sketching
stool drawing as fast as I can in the middle of one
of the huge hangers, or up on the top deck looking
down on the flight deck.

ration for future paintings. However, you do have to
be fit enough to not only climb down vertical
ladders, but climb up again.

My favourite parts of the ship, though, are the two
decks of engine room where I find masses of inspi-

RFA Argus is a truly amazing ship, and I always feel
so privileged every time I go aboard.

Anthony Eyton:
Drawing on Hawksmoor

Anthony Eyton’s major project last summer – noted
in the last issue of the Newsletter – culminated in a
one-man exhibition at the 11 Spitalfields Gallery in
Princelet Street, East London, running from
November to the end of January.
Anthony, an Honorary Member of the Pastel
Society and a Member of the Royal Academy,
produced a series of paintings, mostly in pastel,
commemorating six churches designed by
Nicholas Hawksmoor, a contemporary and
one-time pupil of Christopher Wren. These were
supplemented with a selection of sketches and
paintings from the very beginning of Anthony’s
career.
Pastel is drawing with colour, the artist said, and
ideal to express Hawksmoor’s supremacy of
design as well as the solids and voids of his
churches.
Bell Ringers, Christ Church, 1

Two new Members elected at AGM

‘Red Brolly’ by Tony Allain

Summer Walk’ by Joanne Last

Tony Allain and Joanne Last were elected to
Membership of the Pastel Society at the annual
general meeting, which followed the 2015 annual
exhibition. Some changes to the Council were also
announced.

Joanne hails from an artistic family – her father,
Bob Last, is a former Vice-President of the Pastel
Society. Initially she trained as a classical pianist at
the Royal College of Music, working for a number
of years as a teacher and accompanist. Enrolling
for life classes revived her interest in art, however,
and she went on to take a two-year foundation
course.

Tony was born and raised in the Channel Islands.
He lived in Cornwall for a time but emigrated to
New Zealand in 2006, returning to the UK late last
year. He is an accomplished watercolour artist and
also paints in oils, but the gift of a small box of
pastels from his wife 20 years ago led to the
adoption of pastels as his main medium.
With an international reputation, Tony is also an
elected Signature Member of the Pastel Society of
America, and a Master Pastelist of the Pastel
Artists of New Zealand. Inspired as a teenager by
an exhibition of work by the Impressionists, he says
the Impressionists are constantly at his shoulder as
he paints.

Since then, art has gradually taken over from
music. She works in several media but explains
that “the common thread running through all my
work is the resonant and emotive use of colour and
a fascination with the raw materials of painting”.
Past President John Ivor Stewart stood down as
Education Officer at the AGM. This role will now be
shared by Jeannette Hayes and Brian Plummer.
Antony Williams and Roger Dellar stepped down
from the Council and are replaced by Sheila
Goodman and Robin Warnes. Caroline Bays is the
Pastel Society steward for the Artists’ General
Benevolent Institution for 2015-16, and can be
contacted at The Cottage, 8e Windsor Street,
Chertsey KT16 8AS.

Don’t forget to visit our website at www.thepastelsociety.org.uk
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